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Near-field cavity optomechanics with
nanomechanical oscillators
G. Anetsbergerl, o. Arcizetl, Q. P. Unterreithmeier2 , R. Riviere1, A. Schliesser1, E. M. Weig 2 ,
J. P. Kotthaus 2 and T. J. Kippenberg,,3*
Cavity·enhanced radiation-pressure coupling between optical and mechanical degrees of freedom allows quantum-limited
position measurements and gives rise to dynamical backaction, enabling amplification and cooling of mechanical motion. Here,
we demonstrate purely dispersive coupling of high-Q nanomechanical oscillators to an ultrahigh-finesse optical microresonator
via its evanescent field, extending cavity optomechanics to nanomechanical oscillators. Dynamical backaction mediated by the
optical dipole force is observed, leading to laser-like coherent nanomechanical oscillations solely due to radiation pressure.
Moreover, sub-fm Hz- 1/ 2 displacement sensitivity is achieved, with a measurement imprecision equal to the standard quantum
limit (SQL), which coincides with the nanomechanical oscillator's zero-point fluctuations. The achievement of an imprecision
at the SQL and radiation-pressure dynamical backaction for nanomechanical oscillators may have implications not only for
detecting quantum phenomena in mechanical systems, but also for a variety of other precision experiments. Owing to the
flexibility of the near-field coupling platform, it can be readily extended to a diverse set of nanomechanical oscillators. In
addition, the approach provides a route to experiments where radiation-pressure quantum backaction dominates at room
temperature, enabling ponderomotive squeezing or quantum non-demolition measurements.

anomechanical oscillators 1,2 possess wide-ranging applications in both fundamental and applied sciences. Owing
to their small mass, they are ideal candidates for probing
quantum limits of mechanical motion in an experimental setting.
Moreover, they are the basis of various precision measurements 3- 5.
Significant attention has been devoted to developing sensitive readout techniques for nanomechanical motion over the past decade. A
natural scale for comparing the performance achieved with systems
of different size and mass is given by the variance of the mechanical
oscillators' zero-point motion (x(t )2)zp = 11/(2 mDm) (11: reduced
Planck constant; m, Dm/2n, Q: mass, resonance frequency, quality
factor of the oscillator) . In Fourier space, the zero-point motion
can be described by a corresponding single-sided spectral density
Sxx U"l]. which at the mechanical oscillator's resonance is given by
Sx.,[Dml = 2I1Q/mDt; and coincides with the SQL of continuous
position measureJ1lent6-9. So far, the most sensitive transducers
for nanomechanical motion have been based on electron flow
using a single-electron transistor 'O or atomic point contact I I coupled to a nanomechanical string in a cryogenic environment and
have achieved a position imprecision of order 1O- 'S m H z- 1/2. An
imprecision at the level of the SQL, however, has not yet been
achieved. In contrast, parametric motion transducers based on
photons in a cavity-which are the basis for laser gravitational wave
interferometers-provide quantum-limited measurement imprecision exceeding 10- 18 m Hz- 1/2 (refs 12, 13) being at or even below '4
the zero-point fluctuations of the respective mechanical oscillator
but are typically orders of magnitude less sensitive when applied
to less massive, nanomechanical oscillators owing to the optical
diffraction limit' s. Moreover, cavity-optomechanical coupling of
mechanical oscillators allows the exploitation of radiation -pressure
dynamical backaction ' 6,' 7 that is associated with the momentum
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transfer from the photons involved in the measurement to the
probed object and provides a mechanism for cooling ' 8-20 or coherent amplification 21 of mechanical motion. As such, an ideal
platform would combine the quantum-limited detection and control afforded by cavity-optomechanical coupling with nanoscale
mechanical oscillators which, owing to their small masses, provide large zero-point motion and high force sensitivity. Such an
approach may therefore have promising implications for probing
quantum phenomena of mechanical systems 22 and equally in precision experiments, such as mass spectroscoPT, charge sensing4 and
single-spin detectionS that are based on ultra-sensitive nanomechanical oscillators.
Efficient optomechanical interaction with nanomechanical
oscillators requires avoiding introducing losses to the high-finesse
optical cavity by the nanomechanical object, while maintaining
large optomechanical coupling and mitigating thermal effects.
Here, we demonstrate this combination, by evanescently coupling
high -Q nanomechanical oscillators to the tightly confined optical field of an ultrahigh-finesse toroidal silica micro resonator.
Purely dispersive radiation -pressure coupling to the nanomechanical strings is observed and allows sub-fm Hz- 1/2 displacement
imprecision (at room temperature), equal to the SQL, which
previously has not been possible,o," ,23-25. In contrast to the recently developed optomechanical zipper cavities 2s , which also operate at the nanoscale, the reported near-field approach moreover
decouples optical and mechanical degrees of freedom and thus
provides a versatile platform to which diverse nanoscale oscillators, such as nanowires 26 , graphene sheets27. or carbon nanotubes,
can be tunably coupled, extending cavity optomechanics ' 7 into
the realm of nanomechanical oscillators. In particular, it enables
simultaneously high mechanical and optical Q, giving access to the
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with the nanomechanical oscillator being removed) . Using energy
considerations the (small) shift can be approximated by:
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Figure 1 I Evanescent coupling of nanomechanical oscillators to an
optical microresonator. a, Schematic of th e exper iment, showing a
tapered-fibre-interfaced optical mi croresonator dispersively coupled to an
array of nanomechanical osci ll ators. b, Scanning electron micrograph (fa lse
colour) of an array of doubly clamped SiN nanostring oscillators w ith
dimensions 110 nm x (300- 500) nm x (15- 40) ~lm . c, Scanning electron
micrograph (false colour) of a toroid sili ca microcavity acting as an
optomechanica l near-field sensor.

resolved-sideband regime I4 ,28,29 . By detuned excitation, dynamical
backaction mediated by the optical dipole force is demonstrated,
which leads to radiation-pressure-induced coherent oscillations
of the nanomechanical oscillator, whereas thermal effects are
negligible. Equally important, the combination of picogram and
high -quality-factor nanostrings 30 with an ultrahigh-optical-finesse
microresonator provides a route to the remarkable regime where
radiation -pressure quantum backaction is the dominant force
noise on the mechanical oscillator even at room temperature
and might thus allow quantum optomechanical experiments such
as ponderomotive squeezing31, quantum non -demolition (QND)
measurements of photons 32 ,33 or optomechanical entanglement3 4 at
ambient temperature.
Figure la shows a schematic of the experimental setup. We use an array of nanomechanical oscillators in the
form of high- Q, tensile stressed and doubly clamped SiN
strings l5,30 such as shown in Fig. lb. The strings have typical
dimensions of 110 nm x (300-800) nm x (15-40) 11m, effective
masses of l11 eff = 0.9-5 pg and fundamental resonance frequencies [2m/2rc = 6.5-16 MH 7. with mechanical quality fac tors of
Q = 104- 10 5 (see Supplementary Information). Following a special
fabrication process (see Supplementary Information) indeed
allows using the tightly confined optical modes of toroid silica
microcavities as near- field probes (see Fig. Ic) that interact with the
nanomechanical oscillator through their evanescent field decaying
on a length scale of a - I ~ (A/2rc)/~ (that is, approximately
238 nm for the refractive index of silica 11 = 1.44 and a vacuum
wavelength of A~ 1,550 nm used throughout this work).
Optomechanical coupling rate
First, we study th e strength of the optomechanical co upling of
the nanomechanical oscillators to the optical mode of a 58 - ~Lm 
diameter microcavity (showing an unloaded optical linewidth of
4.9 MHz, that is, a finesse of :F = 230,000) . The presence of a
dielectric oscillator in the evanescent cavity field, at a distance
xo to the microresonator surface, can in principle give rise to
both a reactive and dispersive co ntribution to the optical-cavity
response 35 . The former would be characterized by increased cavity
losses owing to scattering or absorption, given by a position dependent cavity linewidth K(xo)/2rc. The latter can be described by
an optical-frequency shift 6wo(xo)/2 rr. = (wo(xo) - wo)/2rc caused
by the increased effective refractive index sampled by the evanescent
fraction of the mode (wo denotes the unperturbed cavity frequency
910
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where Vnano is the volume of the nanomechan i cal oscillator
(refractive index I1nano) sampled by the microcavity with mode
volume Veav . The magnitude of the cavity field at the toroid/vacuum
interface divided by the maximum electric field inside the cavity
is denoted by ~ (see Supplementary Information for a more
detailed analysis). To probe this static interaction, we position
the nanomechanical strings tangentially to the optica l whisperinggallery mode trajectory and vary their distance (see Fig. 2a,
inset) to the cavity using piezoelectric positioners. Note that all
experiments are carried out in this ho rizontal configuration of
the nanostrings as well as in vacuum with a pressure < 10- 4 mbar
unless otherwise specified. As shown in Fig. 2a, the interaction
with a nanomechanical string (110 nm x 800 nm x 25 11m) induces
the expected optical frequency shift that exponentially increases as
the distance Xo is decreased and reaches the gigahertz range. The
measured decay length of 110 nm is in good quantitative agreement
with the value 1/(2a) expected from equation (I) . Importantly,
we do not measure any degradation of the optical linewidth (see
Fig. 2a) even for the strongest coupling, Our measurement accuracy
of changes in the cavity linewidth LlK /2rc < 0.5 MHz allows an
upper bound of 0.5 ppm equivalent optical loss induced by the SiN
nanomechanical oscillator to be inferred. Thus, the optomechanical
coupling is purely dispersive and can )herefore formally be
described by the dispersive Hamiltonian Ho = Ilwo(xo)c1t c1, where
t1t t1 denotes the intracavity photon number. Linearized for small
fluctuations x« a-I around xo, for example, the Brownian motion
of the string placed at Xo, the interaction Hamiltonian reads:
Hint = Ho + Ilg(xo)x t1t ii with the optomechanical coupling rate
g(xo) = dwo(xo)/dxo.
Experimentally, the position-dependent optomechanical coupling rates of the nanomechanical string to the microcavity can be
obtained by taking the derivative of the measured static frequency
shifts, that is, g(xo) = dwo(x)/dxl x=xo' These statically determined
co upling rates reach values up to g/2rt = 10 MHz nm- I (see Fig. 2a).
For comparison, also data obtained with a two-dimensional (2D)
nanomechanical oscillator in the form of a 30 nm x 40 11m x 50 11m
sheet of Si3N4 are shown, which also show purely dispersive
coupli ng (see Fig.2b) of up to g/2rc = 20 MHz nm- I. This sizeab le coupling is due to the small mode volume V eav of toroid
microcavities because the optomechanical coupling scales as
g ex (Vnan o/Veav) . wo/I, where I is the characteristic length scale,
which in our case is given by the field intensity decay length,
that is, 1 = 1/(2a) ~ 110nm (see Supplementary Information for
analytical expressions of g). Yet higher optomechanical coupling
rates can be attained in our system by reducing the size of the
microcavity and the wavelength of the used light. An integrated
photonic-crystal device with a larger ratio Vnano/Veav> recently
allowed remarkably large co upling rates of about 100 GHz nm- I to
be obtai ned 25 . It however also entailed the difficulty of obtaining
sufficiently high optical Q in photonic-crystal cavities such that
the resolved-sideband regime where the optical linewidth is comparable to or smaller than the mechanical oscillation frequency
could not be achieved in ref. 25 . The approach presented here,
in contrast, separates optical and mechanical degrees of freedom.
As the nanomechanical oscillators do not induce any measurable
losses to the ultrahigh-finesse microresonators, it thus particularly
allows combination of the toroids' high optical Q ( > 108) with
high mechanical Q and falls naturally into the resolved -sideband
regime, which enables ground-state cooling28,29 or backactionevading measurements 6 .
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Figure 21 Characterization of the optomechanical coupling. a,b, The dependence of a 58-11m-diameter optical microcavity's lin ewidth (red) and
nega ti ve optical frequency shift (blue) as a function of th e distance Xo to nanomechan ical oscillators in the form of a doubly clamped SiN string
(110 nm x 800 nm x 25 I.lm (a» and a 2D Si3N4 sheet (30 nm x 40 I.lm x 50 1,m (b». The data revea l in both cases purely dispersive coupling without
introducing a measurable degradation of the microcavilies' optical decay rate. The right axes show the stat ic optomechanical coupling rates
g(xo) = dwo(xo)/dxo, as given by the negative derivative of the fitted frequency shift data (blu e alone). Coupling rates g/2rt of order 10 MHz nm - 1 are
ach ieved. c, The Brownian noise associated with the nanomechanical oscillator of a transduced by the optical cavity for different osci llator positions. The
respective dynamical coupling rates g/2rt are derived from the ca librated frequency noise spectra Sww [S2] as expla in ed in the text. d, The interference of
the nanomechan ical oscillator's force and the microcavity's Kerr response to a modu lated laser field, con firmin g the attractive nature of the dipole force.
This measurement represents a third, independent method to determine the optomechanical coupling rates (see text and Supplementary Information).
In set: Broadband response of the nanomechanical osci ll ator-mi crocavity syst em, showing thermal cutoff and Kerr background as well as the first low-Q
mechanical modes of the microcavity. It is noted that the presence/absence of the nanomechanical osc illator does not alter this broadband,
off-resonant response.

Transduction of nanomechanical motion
The optomechanical co upling rate transduces the motion
of the nanomechanical oscillator's eigenmodes (characterized
by the displacement spectral density Sxx[[l)) into frequency
noise S,,,,.[n] of the optical cavity mode. Figure 2c shows
the Brownian motion of a nanostring at room temperature
(110nm x 800nm x 25~Lm, rllll /2rc = 10.74MHz, Q = 53,000,
merr = 3.6 pg,x'ms = 16 pm) imprinted into cavity frequency noise,
probed by a laser locked to cavity resonance and calibrated using
a known external frequency modulation 13,14. The nanostring's
room-temperature Brownian noise SxArl] can thus be used to
directly determine the optomechanical coupling g = .,jSww/S.u
in a second, independent way, We refer to this as a dynamic
measurement. Both for the SiN nanostring and the 2D Si3N4
nanosheet, the values obtained for the dynamically measured
coupling rates are in good agreement with the statically determined
values (see Supplementary Information) . It is important to note that
this identity of static and dynamic coupling rates is in agreement
with the expectation for optical dipolar interaction, which should
give rise to frequency-independent optomechanical co upling rates
g. The non-measurably small optical losses «0.5 ppm) induced
by the nanostrings also indicate that dissipative co upling mediated
by thermal effects caused by light absorption has an insignificant
role, Indeed, differentiating radiation pressure from thermal
effects is a challenge that has eluded researchers for centuries. A
prominent example is the light mill that can be driven by thermal
heating, rather than by radiation pressure. More' recently, thermal
effects have been shown to have a sign ificant role in micro- and
nanomechanical systems 25 ,36.37. It is, however, only the conservative

Hamiltonian of radiation pressure tha t allows phenomena such as
ponderomotive squeezing31 or QND measurements of photons 32 .
Therefore, it is central to clearly identify the origin of the
optomechanical interaction.
Demonstration of radiation-pressure interaction
The optomechanical coupling not only gives rise to a differential
cavity-freq uency shift that transduces the nanostring's mechanical
motion but also conveys the per-photon force -hg(xo) inevitably
acting on the mechanical degree of freedom, as expected for any
linear continuous position measurement. As proof that the optical
dipole force mediates the optomechanical coupling-rather than
thermal effects 36,37-we carry out a pump-probe measurement that
probes the force response of the nanomechanical oscillator. A resonant, intensity-modulated pump laser provides the modulated force
IlF (rl J= - hgIlN(n] (where N is the intracavity photon number)
acting on the nanomechanical oscillator while a second, weak probe
laser measures the response of the cavity resonance frequency. The
measured data (see Fig. 2d) consist of the nanomechanical oscillator's force response, interfering with the constant background due
to the Kerr nonlinearity of silica (that is, its intensity-dependent
refractive index, see Fig. 2d and ref. 20). Note that the data for different optomechanical coupling rates are scaled to the constant Kerr
background, which allows an accurate determination of the magnitude of the nanomechanical oscillator's response. Two important
conclusions can be drawn from this measurement. First, the shape
of the interference in Fig. 2d implies that the force experienced by
the nanomechanical oscillator is attractive (that is, pointing towards
higher intensity) as expected for an optical-gradient force. Below its
911
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nanomechanical motion with an imprecision at the SQL. To
this end, we use a low-noise fibre laser that is qua ntum-limited
in both amplitude and phase at the Fourier frequency of the
mechanical oscillators (> 6 MHz), resonantly locked using a
Pound-Drever-Hall technique l2. The experimental set-up is shown
in Fig. 3b. Remarkably, using a K /2rc = 50 MHz optical mode, more
than 60 dB signal to background ratio can be obtained when measuring the Brownian motion Sxx [nml of nanomechanical strings at
room temperature. In an ideal measurement, the background of
the measurement is given only by laser shot-noise, wh ich limits the
single-sided displacement sensitivity attainable for an input power
l2
Pin and an impedance matched cavity to :
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I Displa~ement measurement of a nanomechanical oscillator

with an imprecision at the SQL. a, Room-temperature Brown ian noise of a

nanomechanical str ing with a fundamental resonance frequency of
8 MHz and dimensions 110 nm x 800 nm x 35 1Lm (melf = 4.9 pg ,
Q 40,000). For an input power of 6511W, the displacement im precision
reaches a value of 570 am Hz- 1/ 2 (grey lin e), 0.7 times the SQ L, that is, the
oscill at or's expected zero-point fluctuations of 820 am Hz- 1/ 2 (red dashed
line). The large dynamic range across the wide frequency window gives rise
to a 1.5 dB error bar for this value (shown in red) . The background is due to
laser shot- noise (purple dotted lin e) with sma ll er con tributi ons from
thermal noise of the cavity (orange dotted lin e), th ermorefractive and
detector noise (not shown). The second, 20 dB sma ll er peak is attributed to
a second resonator in th e toroid's field of view. In set: Finite-element
simu lat ion of the string's fundamental mode. b, A sc hemat ic of the
measurement set-up used to attain an imprecision at the SQL using a
low-no ise fibre laser em ittin g at 1,548 nm and locked to cav ity resonance
(K /2IT = 50 MHz for th e measurement shown in a). PD: photodiode, PC:
personal computer, SA: spectrum ana lyser, EOM: electro-optic modulator,
FPC: fibre-coupled po lari zat ion contro ll er.
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resonance frequency, where the mechanical oscillator responds in
phase with a modulated force, it is pulled towards the optical mode,
which leads to an increased redshift, adding to the in-phase redshift due to the Kerr co ntribution. Above its resonance frequency
where the nanomechanical oscillator responds with a phase lag
of 180", the attractive force leads to destructive interference with
the in-phase Kerr response. Second, the ratio of the mechanical to
the Kerr nonlinearity response constitutes a relative measure 20 and
allows derivation of the per-photon force acting on the nanomechanical oscillator independent of the optical parameters (cavity
linewidth, coupling conditions, input power) . The .coupling rates
g independently measured in this per-photon-force measurement
match the values determined by both methods presented earlier
(see Supplementary Info rmation for more details) . This measurement thus unambiguo usly demonstrates that the interaction of the
nanomechanical oscillator and the optical cavity is mediated by the
dispersive, ponderomotive radiation-pressure interaction, that is,
the optical dipole force. No thermal forces are observable.
Measurement imprecision at the SQL
Having establis hed its ponderomotive origin, we use the optomechanical coupli ng to obtain a high-sensitivity readout of
912

The best single-sided displacement sensltlVlty (as determined from the background of the measurement) that was
achieved amounts to S~~2 = 570amHz- 1/2, as shown in Fig.3a,
using an 8 MHz doubly clamped nanomechanical SiN string
(l10 nm x 800 nm x 35 ~Lm, meff=4.9 pg, Q= 40,000),65 ~LW input
power and a coupling rate ofg/2rc = 3.8 MHz nm- I .
To allow a comparison of the attained imprecision with values
obtained using other nanomechanical motion transducers, we scale
it to the nanomechanical oscillator's zero-point fluctuations, which
for the nanostring of Fig. 3 amount to 820 am Hz- 1/2 (singlesided). Thus, our measurement imprecision amo unts to only
0.7 times the oscillator's zero-point fluctuations, that is, 0.7 times
the SQL. Interestingly, the condition for a measurement with an
imprecision better than the zero-point fluctuations can (for both
single- and double-sided spectra) be recast into the condition of
a signal-to-background ratio greater than -,/2kHT /hn m ~ -J2fz,
where ;i ~ kH T / hnm denotes the average phonon occupation
number of the mechanical mode (T: temperature, k H : Boltzmann
constant). Such an imprecision had so far never been achieved,
neither with the best transducers of nanomechanical motion
based on electronic current flow using single-electron transistor JO ,
atomic point contact l I and superconducting quantum interference
device 23 sensors operating in a cryogenic environment, nor
with integrated photonic-crystal systems 25 . Thus, although higher
absolute sensitivity has recently been obtained for an oscillator
that is ten times heavier 25 , our approach for the first time
allows the measurement of nanomechanical motion with an
imprecision at the SQL.
Although the current measurement allows inferring an upper
bound of380 am Hz- 1/ 2 for the shot-noise limit (in agreement with
equation (2), see Supplementary Info rmation), our measurement
is at present also partially limited by detector noise, which can
be eliminated by means of straightforward technical amendments.
Moreover, further improvements are readily feas ible. Using smaller
microcavities and a shorter optical wavelength may allow an
increase of g by up to one order of magnitude. Th us, displacement
sensitivities at the level of 10- 17 m Hz- 1/2 may be attainable, which
wo uld allow measurements with an imprecision far below the
SQL. Ultimately, the background afforded by mechanical modes
of the cavityl 3,38 (see Fig. 3a) and thermo refractive noise l3,39 of the
cavity will limit the sensitivity. These noise sources can, however,
in principle be suppressed by cryogenic operation, which toroid
microcavities have been shown to be compatible with 40 •
Radiation-pressure dynamical backaction
A second important ramification of the reported cavityoptomechanical system stems from the fact that the nanomechanical
oscillators show oscillation freq uencies that equal or even exceed
the photon decay rate of the optical resonator, enabling access to
the regime of dynamical backaction both in the Doppler l8- 2o and
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Figure 4 I Observation of radiation-pressure-induced dynamical
backaction and coherent oscillations of a nanomechanical oscillator.
a, M echan ica l linewidth of a SiN nanostring (110 nm x 800 nm x 25 ~Im
with a Q of 70,000 at 10. 8 MHz and merr = 3.6 pg) as a function of the
optomechanica l co upling rate for three different laun ched powers but fixed
blue-detuning .1 = +K /2 (K /2rc = 12 MH z). The lines are fits to the dipolar
force contributi on using th e input power as th e onl y fit parameter, wh ich is
in good agreeme nt with the actu al input power used (inset). Regions where
the linewidth drops to a va lue close to zero co in cide with th e onset of
rege nera ti ve mechanical osci ll ations. b, The osci ll ati on amplitude of the
nanomechanical string (derived from a 30 -Hz- bandwidth power
measurem ent) as a function of th e optomechani cal coupling showing
threshold and satura tion at typical va lues of 10 nm. c, The transm itted
power past the cavity (normal ized by the off-resonant transmission) for a
nanom echanical string in th e regime of th e param etric osci llation
instabi lity. The coherent mechani cal osc illation of the 3.6 pg string at
10.8 MH z ca uses a cl ose to unity modu lation depth of the opti cal field
transmitted by th e cavity.

resolved-sideband' 4.28.29 limi ts. To observe dynamical backaction,
th e optical microcav.ity is excited with a positive laser detuning
.d = W - wo(xo) , which can lead to m aserllaser-Iike amplifica tion 41
of mechanical motion. Thereby, the mechanical oscillator res um es
the ro le of th e photon field in the laser and the cavity, in turn, has
the role of the (p hono n) ga in medium. As in the case of a laser,
the canonical signs of this phenomenon are linewidth narrowi ng,
threshold behaviour and event ual saturation of the oscillation. All
of these fea tures are observed with the nano mechanical strings
as shown in Fig. 4. For fixed detunin g, th e backaction gain
rate r bo ex -g2Pin/meff (see Suppl ementary Information) grows
linearly with increased g2. In the experiment, th e opto mechanica l
co upling g is varied (for fIXed detuning .d = K / 2. K /2rt = 12 MHz),
giving rise to a narrowing of the total mechanical linewidth
r = r", + r b3> as shown in Fig.4a (r",/2rt denotes the intrinsic
mechanica l damping rate) . The experimen tally observed slopes

ar /a(g 2) are in good quanti tative agreement with the theoretical
expectation for the dipolar fo rce (see inset Fig.4a) . Wh en the
backaction rate eventually equals the mechanical damping rate,
the nanomechanical oscillator experiences net gain, 'Which leads
to the onset of coherent mech anical oscillations. A clear threshold
of the mechanical oscillation amp litude as shown in Fig. 4b is
observable, followed by a sa tu ration of the m echanical motion once
the freq uency shift ca used by the mechanical oscillator exceeds
the cavity linewidth, leading to gain saturation. Indeed, the large
coherent oscillations of several nanometres in amplitude can lead,
remarkably and despite the nanoscale nature of the strings, to
nea r-unity modulation depth of the optical-cavity tran.smission, as
shown in Fig. 4c, when the oscillation amplitude is close to (K /2)/g.
The resu lting radio frequency signal may serve as a photonic clock 42
and is expected to show a linewidth limited only by thermal noise,
as iri the case of a maser 41. The observation of dynamical backaction
amplification (and coherent oscillations) constitutes the first report
of dynamical backaction onto a nanomechanical oscillator using
radiation pressure (in contrast to thermal effects25 .36 ), and in
particular usi ng optical gradient or dipole forces. So far, in the field
of nanomechanics, dynamical backaction cooling or amplification
has been achieved only using microwave fields 43 , which owing to
the about x 104 longer wavelength show lower co upli ng rates and
do not allow access to quantum-limited displacement sensing yet
(albeit significant progress is bei ng made44 ).
Outlook
The extension of quantum -limited sensi tivity with an imprecision
at the SQL and dynamical backaction to nanomechanical system s
mani fes ts a promising realm for future studies explaining the
quantum nature of optomechanical interaction. Remarkably, we
note that combined with state-of-the-art nanomechanical strings 30 ,
the ratio of radiation-press ure quantum backaction (the force
noise provided by photon shot-noise) and thermal force spectral
density can reach unity at room temperature owing to the very
small (picogram) mass and ultrahigh finesse (> 400,000) of the
optomechanical system (see Supplementary Information). This
brings the long so ught-after6 •7 regime of quantum backaction
into reach even at room temperature, which would allow
ponderomotive squeezing31 or QND measurements of the intracavity field 32.33 . A fu rther distinguishing feature of the presented
app roach is that by coupling the nanostrings transversely to the
direction of the whispering-gallery mode field, quadratic coupling
to the position coordinate of the nanomechanical oscillators
enabling QND measu rements of mechanical motion 45.46 ca n be
implemented by exploiting the standin g-wave mode patterns that
microreso nators can show (see Supplementary Information).
Pertai ning to the wider implica tions, the presented approach
allows co upling to virtually any dielectric nanomechan ical oscillator. The ab ili ty to combine nanoscale mec hani cal osci llators-which are at the hea rt of proximity (Casimir) force sensors and a
variety of other high-resolu tion measurement techniques 3-' --with
quantum-limited displacem ent sensitivity at the sub-fm Hz- 1/2
level conceivably offers opportunities for improved performance in
these research fields. Particularly interesting may also be the study
of graphene sheets 27 . The possibility to couple several mechanical
oscillators to a single optical mode may moreover provide a straightforward way to achieve optically mediated co upling between different mechanical oscillators. Finally, the used microtoroidal platform
has already been demonstrated as an interface for atomic cavity
quantum electrodyn amics 47, enablin g potentially the interacti on of
phonons, photons and atoms or qubits, as recently proposed 4B.4 9 .

No/.e added in proof After submissio n of this work, a meas urement
of nanomechanical motion using microwaves with an imprecision
at the SQL was reported 50.
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